synergos 2006 annual report

We believe that
poverty is the result
of a complex array
of conditions and
causes and will best
be remedied with
the commitment
of all sectors of our
society.

Mobilizing resources and bridging social and economic divides to reduce poverty
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our mission and vision

Mission
Synergos and its partners mobilize resources
and bridge social and economic divides to reduce
poverty and increase equity around the world.
Vision
Synergos is working to create a more just and
equitable global society in which all individuals,
families and communities have a meaningful
opportunity to improve the quality of their lives
for themselves and future generations.
We believe that those who are poor should have
access to basic health care, nutrition, education,
housing and opportunities for economic betterment.
They should also be able to exercise fully their
rights as citizens, influence public policies and have
equitable access to the use of public resources.
We believe that global poverty can only be
addressed successfully when all members of a society
are treated with dignity and respect, regardless of
background, beliefs, personal characteristics or status.
We also believe that poor and marginalized
communities must have a significant role in
determining their own future development and that
needed systemic change can only occur when they
can work in meaningful partnership with other
citizens, institutions and sectors.
To advance this vision, Synergos works to inspire,
build and support inclusive partnerships that address
the systemic causes of poverty and inequity.
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letter from the chair and president

Dear Friends,
Synergos has historically operated as a bridging organization,
bringing people together across divides to address issues of
poverty, equity and social justice.
Throughout 2006, Synergos has brought together networks
of individual philanthropists, community-based organizations,
foundations, government agencies and businesses — all of whom
share a commitment to helping people who are denied the most
basic of rights: the opportunity to build a better life. At the same
time we’ve sought to clarify how we could best be of service to
our partners in the years ahead and have launched initiatives aimed
at strengthening our own operations, culture and organization.
We are happy to report that this was a year of progress on
all of these fronts. It has also been a time of considerable learning
for us.
Working with the Bhavishya Alliance, an NGO Synergos
helped to establish in India, we have launched pilot programs to
reduce child malnutrition in a group of rural villages and a large,
underserved neighborhood in the state of Maharashtra. Along the
U.S.-Mexico border, 20 community foundations in both countries
are working together on vital regional issues such as youth
leadership development, family asset building, and public health.
In Southern Africa, Synergos staff members have helped
promote social justice philanthropy, convened and facilitated
networks of local grantmakers, and supported organizations
working to secure the constitutional rights of the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender community. In Brazil, we have
strengthened newly formed community foundations in Rio de
Janeiro and Florianópolis and supported groups promoting
philanthropy and the rights of women, children and slum dwellers.
We took members of our Global Philanthropists Circle on
learning journeys to Lebanon and India, helped them to become
more strategic in their giving, and organized important workshops on evaluation and social justice philanthropy. Our Senior
Fellows have launched an initiative to work in teams, addressing
regional, global and topical issues of importance to civil
society leaders.

We have also been doing a lot of listening. Our goal was to
learn how we could more effectively support those who are
denied basic human rights or services, or who lack the opportunity
to participate in civic life. As a result of these conversations, we
have crafted a new vision statement for Synergos, codified our
organizational values and identified the organizational strengths
we wish to build on and acquire in the future.
All of this work culminated in early 2007 when Synergos
decided to emphasize the importance of our global networks,
promote and support cross-sector approaches to changing the
systems that impact poverty and equity, and create a knowledge
resource center. We also plan to establish an internal unit focused
on program evaluation to help us be more accountable.
Internally, during 2006, Synergos developed better financial
and management systems and disciplines that have significantly
improved our balance sheet. We’ve enhanced our information
technology, moved into space that has facilitated greater internal
communication and collaboration and have begun to take
greater advantage of the considerable talents of our diverse staff.
We are taking steps to make Synergos a more transparent and
accountability-focused organization. You’ll see more progress
on this front in the years ahead.
It’s not possible to talk about Synergos without making
explicit reference to the extraordinary group of people from
every part of the world and all walks of life that constitutes the
“Synergos family.” These innovators, social investors, communitybased leaders, business executives and social entrepreneurs,
government officials, thought leaders and friends care about this
organization, inspire and inform its work, teach us, criticize us
and make it possible for us to be of service.
Sincerely,

Peggy Dulany

Robert H. Dunn

Founder and Chair

President and CEO
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Building and
supporting
global networks
of leaders
committed to
systemic
approaches to
overcoming
poverty and
advancing
social justice

✺

building and supporting global networks

In 2006, members of
the Global Philanthropists
Circle traveled to Mexico
City and rural Oaxaca
to see first hand how
philanthropists were
addressing nutrition,
community development,
and water issues.
Members visited a project
that is helping rural farmers
grow nutritious and
profitable new crops run
by Katherine Lorenz, a
member of the Next
Generation group, made up
of younger members of
philanthropic families.

O

ne of Synergos’ core strengths is the ability to connect
people, resources and ideas. Our networks offer members
opportunities to sharpen their understanding of issues,
collaborate on specific projects and create systemic change.
Global Philanthropists Circle

Established in 2001, the Global Philanthropists Circle
e ncompasses more than 200 individuals — members of 65
families from 22 countries — who are committed to using their
time, influence and resources to address issues of poverty
and social injustice. Circle members are actively involved in
important issues such as at-risk youth in Brazil, restorative
justice in Colombia, child nutrition in Mexico, education in
the Philippines, malaria in Africa, housing in Pakistan and
global climate change.
A dynamic and diverse peer network, the Circle increases
the impact of members’ philanthropy by offering them oppor
tunities for learning and collaboration. Throughout the year,
members engage in learning visits to developing countries where
they meet with community groups and local philanthropists,
and participate in interactive meetings and workshops with key
activists, academics and civil society leaders. On a learning visit
to Lebanon, Circle members witnessed a new initiative aimed
at healing the religious, cultural and economic fissures that now
divide Lebanese society. During a trip to Mexico, members saw
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how community groups and local philanthropists have designed
long-term employment opportunities for rural farmers. For
members ready to enter the next stage of learning, Synergos
helps member families draw their experiences together into a
formal philanthropic strategy.
Senior Fellows Program

The Senior Fellows Program is a network of more than 80 leading
professionals from 28 countries. Senior Fellows, most of whom
work in community-linked philanthropic and social justice
organizations, help civil society groups develop into robust
institutions. Throughout their three-year terms, Senior Fellows
work with local organizations to strengthen their governance
structures, build partnerships, mobilize resources and plan
for the future. In 2006, Fellows have assisted organizations in
Brazil, the Dominican Republic, Southern Africa, Thailand
and on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border.
At their annual meeting in New Delhi, Senior Fellows
formed Global Action Teams to address some of the most
difficult questions at the nexus of development and philanthropy.
How can civil society organizations become independent and
sustainable? How should young people be integrated into an
organization’s leadership structure? How can philanthropy
support transformative social change? How can development
aid be more effective?
National and Regional Networks

At the local level, Synergos brings diverse constituents together
to tackle specific development challenges. By creating a microcosm of the larger society, Synergos helps ensure that solutions
to development challenges reflect the fullest panoply of voices.
For example, the Southern African Community Grantmaker
Leadership Cooperative, first convened by Synergos in 2005,
has developed into a powerful network for collaboration and
peer learning. Comprised of 30 senior grantmakers from across
Southern Africa, the cooperative is already a conduit for
independent development funding throughout the region and
a respected resource of innovative development strategies.

Participants in a 2006
seminar of the LGBT
Sustainability and
Partnership-Building
Initiative in South Africa,
which aims to secure
legal rights and meet other
needs of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgendered
South Africans, especially
those from historically
disadvantaged communities.
Synergos convened the
network of leaders who
make up this initiative. We
support their work through
training, capacity-building
workshops and other
learning and partnershipbuilding activities.

The Global Philanthropists
Circle held a week-long
series of meetings and
workshops with philan
thropists and other leaders
in London, Paris, Brussels
and Amsterdam. Here,
Prince Charles discusses
his anti-poverty work in
the United Kingdom and
other countries with GPC
members, including George
Gund (United States–
second from left) and Kim
Samuel Johnson (Canada —
second from right).

Synergos brings together
leaders to learn from one
another and to help them be
more effective in achieving
social change. We connect our
network members to ideas,
people and resources that
enable them to have greater
and more sustainable impacts
in addressing the challenges
of poverty.
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Inspiring,
building and
supporting
inclusive
partnerships
that address
the underlying
causes of
poverty and
social injustice

✺

In India, 46% of children
suffer from malnutrition,
a rate higher than
Sub-Saharan Africa. The
Partnership for Child
Nutrition formed by Unilever,
UNICEF India and
Synergos helped establish
Bhavishya Alliance to
address this problem. In the
state of Maharashtra,
plans call for expanded
public education programs,
empowerment of women’s
and youth community
groups, development of
nutrition rehabilitation and
improved supply chains for
food supplements,
medicines and vaccines.

c r e at i n g pa rt n e r s h i p s

S

ynergos believes that poverty is a tangle of causes and
conditions. We also believe that the most promising
solutions to the problem of poverty draw on the wisdom found
among all sectors — government, business, nonprofit organizations, and philanthropists. This approach, when combined with a
commitment to build local capacity, can produce interventions
that are innovative and sustainable. Forging multi-sector part
nerships requires trust, openness and a willingness to set aside
narrow self-interest and elevate the importance of the common
good. Only then will we build solutions from the ground up.
In 2006, Synergos helped incubate the following partnerships:
Partnership for Child Nutrition

In India, malnutrition is the principal barrier to human wellbeing and economic development. Through the Partnership for
Child Nutrition, Synergos, UNICEF and Unilever have supported
the Bhavishya Alliance, an unprecedented coalition of Indian
businesses, government agencies and civil society groups that
are committed to dramatically improving child nutrition in
India over the next ten years. The Bhavishya Alliance’s lead
partners include Hindustan Unilever Ltd, Tata Group, ICICI
Bank, HDFC Bank, UNICEF Maharashtra, Integrated Child
Development Services, the Rajmata Jiajau Mission for Mother
and Child Nutrition and NGOs, including the Society for
Nutrition Education and Health Action, VACHAN, and MAHAN.
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The U.S.-Mexico Border Philanthropy Partnership

Spanning 2,000 miles, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific
Ocean, the United States-Mexico border is one of the most
dynamic regions in the world. By 2020, the region’s population
is expected to double, from 10 million to 20 million. A large
proportion of residents are bi-lingual, bi-cultural youngsters who
represent the future of both countries. With this cultural,
economic and human dynamism, the Border region faces
unprecedented opportunities and challenges. Created in 2002
and staffed by Synergos, the U.S.-Mexico Border Philanthropy
Partnership helps community foundations on both sides
of the Border increase assets for low-income families; support
programs for youth, housing and the environment; and convene
community dialogues on critical local issues. Today, it is an
active collaboration of 20 border community foundations and
11 private funders, including the Ford, W.K. Kellogg, C.S. Mott,
Meadows, and Hewlett Foundations, as well as JPMorgan
Chase and Pfizer.
Orphans and Vulnerable Children Initiative

Synergos is working with the African Leadership Institute,
Reos Partners, and Convene (a South African NGO), to design
The Orphans and Vulnerable Children Initiative. In South Africa,
the HIV/AIDS crisis has left millions of children in urgent need
of support and care. Drawing together business leaders, government officials, civil society leaders and community members,
the project is devising strategies to increase the scale and quality
of services to support orphans and vulnerable children.

Through the Sustainable
Food Laboratory, leaders
from businesses,
governments, farm groups
and non-governmental
organizations are building
food systems that are
profitable, affordable,
ecologically sound, and
contribute to the well-being
of communities. Major
support for the project
was provided by the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
Left, farm workers in
rural Mexico engage
in a planning exercise.

Tres Manos, a microenterprise development
program for low-income
families, teaches local
women the craft of
traditional weaving and
trains them to run a
business. The Tres Manos
project is one of many
supported by the New
Mexico Foundation, a
member of the U.S.–
Mexico Border Philanthropy
Partnership.

Forging successful partnerships requires the meaningful
participation of all key stakeholders, including those most
affected by the problem being
addressed. Synergos works to
help participants bridge their
differences, build trust, elevate
the importance of the common
good and support capacity
building. This results in
collaborations that can better
address systemic problems and
lead to innovative interventions
that are more sustainable.
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Strengthening
local capacity by
helping to create
and support
institutions that
sustain local
development
efforts and build
partnerships
in their own
countries

✺

s t r e n g t h e n i n g lo c a l c a pac i t y

Services to women and
children living in poverty
are often provided by
community development
foundations and community
economic development
organizations such
as the Foundation for
Community Development in
Mozambique, which
Synergos has supported
since its inception in the
early 1990s.

C

reating inclusive partnerships requires not only the
commitment of multiple stakeholders, but also sufficient

capacity at the local level to ensure that communities themselves
can participate fully with other institutions and sectors. Through
our staff, Senior Fellows and other partners, Synergos has helped
build new organizations and enhanced the existing capacity of
community-based institutions that work to address the most
critical issues of those they serve.
In many cases, our work focuses on community development
foundations — institutions that mobilize funding and promote
collaboration in their own societies. In Thailand, for instance,
we helped the Phuket Community Foundation support local
action on health, the environment, poverty and other issues
arising in the wake of the 2005 tsunami. In Rio de Janeiro and
Florianopólis in Brazil, we are helping local leaders create
and grow community foundations. In the Dominican Republic,
Synergos and its local partners helped Participación Ciudadana,
one of the country’s most important human rights organizations,
develop and launch a financial sustainability plan. Through
local institutions like these, Synergos is laying the foundation
for systemic change.
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Creating and
sharing learning
about partner
ships and
philanthropy
to overcome
poverty

✺

sharing knowledge

At the Global
Philanthropists Circle’s
2006 Annual Meeting
members Precious
Moloi-Motsepe (South
Africa) and Kurt Engelhorn
(Spain) exchange ideas
on philanthropy and
development in Africa.

T

hrough individual leaders, institutional partners and local
initiatives, Synergos has a hand in a number of innovative
approaches to overcoming poverty and injustice. Our research is
action-oriented: designed to enable the individuals and groups
we collaborate with to more effectively carry out their work to
overcome poverty and injustice. In addition, we strive to share
information as broadly as possible about what we have learned
from our efforts in the hopes that others can benefit from it.
Most of our knowledge is captured and distributed
through our peer-learning networks, the Senior Fellows, Global
Philanthropists Circle and participants in our major partnership
programs. Events like the U.S.-Mexico Border Philanthropy
Partnership’s Learning Communities, special workshops for
GPC members, the annual meetings of the GPC and Senior

Fellows, and our annual University for a Night are all oppor
tunities for our partners to share information and insight.
Knowledge sharing also assumes more tangible forms.
In 2006, we published an article on social justice philanthropy
in South Africa, documented the formation of the Puebla
Community Foundation in Mexico, produced a video history
of the Partnership for Child Nutrition in India and a major
study on corporate giving along the U.S.-Mexico Border region,
and published five issues of Global Giving Matters, our newsletter
dedicated to the best practices and innovations in individual
and family philanthropy and social investment.
Much of this material is available through our Knowledge
Base: www.synergos.org/knowledge.
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more about synergos

Our Purpose

All of Synergos’ work is directed to reduce poverty, increase
equity and promote social justice. We seek to act in an ethical
and responsible manner, demonstrating respect for individuals
and groups without regard to their income, status or power
in the societies where they live, work or maintain operations.
We believe that tackling complex problems requires the
participation and best thinking of everyone who is part of the
system we seek to change. We work with leaders and leading
institutions in all three sectors of society — business, government and civil society.
Our Values

Synergos seeks to be a values-driven organization. We try to act
consistently with our core values — social justice, collaboration,
innovation, integrity and compassion — in relationship with
all our stakeholders and in all of our programs, projects and
activities. We invest organizational resources to identify ways to
help us continuously improve our performance through ongoing
learning and by implementing systems of evaluation and
accountability. Our staff and Board are governed by a conflict
of interest policy.
Engaging Multiple Voices

We strive to bring people together, bridging divides and tapping
the wisdom and resources of all those who seek to address issues
of poverty, equity and social justice. We engage our Board, staff
and external partners from civil society, philanthropy, business
and government to help set our agenda, influence the way we
work, and provide us with feedback about our impact.

Diversity

Synergos values diversity. Of our 21 Directors, more than
half are from outside the United States, including seven from
the global south. Eight members of our Board are female, as
are a majority of our staff. Staff come from more than a dozen
countries and are fluent in Spanish, Portuguese, French,
Afrikaans, Arabic, Bahasa Indonesia, Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi,
Tagalog, Thai, Urdu and Xhosa among nearly 30 languages.
Our Work Place

Synergos is committed to creating a work place where every
member of staff is treated with dignity and respect. We draw
upon and improve our employee’s skills, knowledge and
experience, promote open and honest communications, and
recognize their accomplishments. Synergos has fair hiring
and anti-harassment policies. In 2006, Synergos launched a
two-year process to bring all staff together for a weeklong
retreat to explore personal goals and organizational culture.
Environmental Sustainability

In 2006, Synergos placed $10.6 million from the sale of our
former headquarters in an investment fund with a commitment
to utilize social and environmental screens aligned with our
values. We also moved into newly renovated headquarters space,
ensuring the use of environmentally responsible materials and
high-efficiency lighting and appliances. More than 85% of the
paper we use is recycled or sustainably produced. Beginning in
2007, we will purchase carbon credits to offset the footprint of
our international travel and other activities.
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summary financial report

In 2006, Synergos implemented new financial strategies that enabled us to balance
the operating budget, increase and diversify fundraising sources, and fully repay
outstanding debt. The sale of our former headquarters building enabled us to create a
$10.6 million investment fund. In addition, the organization installed a state-of-the-art
computerized accounting system that has enhanced the integrity of financial data and
provides timely, accurate and transparent reporting. In 2007, Synergos again predicts
a balanced budget in the range of approximately $10.5 million. Audited financial
statements for 2006 and earlier years are available upon request.

Statement of Financial Position
December 31,		

2006		

2005

ASSETS

Cash
$
548,525
$
526,073
665,504
Cash — Restricted		
Pledges and Other Receivables, Net		 5,185,812		 6,981,798
Investments, at Fair Value
15,043,630		 1,944,886
Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets 		
81,203		
71,091
Property and Equipment, Net 		 2,516,538		 9,096,046
Total Assets

$ 24,041,212

$ 18,619,894

Liabilities and Net Assets

Liabilities:

Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses
$
653,279
$ 1,930,629
Capital Lease Obligation		
147,912		
174,605
Deferred Rent and Lease Incentive		 1,415,273
Note Payable
			 5,850,000
Total Liabilities

2,216,464		

7,955,234

Commitments and Contingency
Net Assets:

Unrestricted:
Invested in Property and Equipment		 2,368,626		 2,419,768
Designated for Long-Term Investment		 10,426,473
Undesignated		 1,895,095 		
615,507
Total Unrestricted Net Assets 		 14,690,194 		

3,035,275

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 		

7,629,385

7,134,554 		

Total Net Assets		 21,824,748		 10,664,660
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$ 24,041,212

$ 18,619,894

Statement of Activities
Year Ended December 31,		

2006		

2005

Support and Revenue

Contributions:

Foundations
$ 4,534,178
$
Corporations		
210,032		
Individuals		 1,546,462		
GPC Membership Dues		 1,588,732		
Government Grant				
Special Event, Net		
498,272		
Return on Investments		
507,380		
Other Income		
386,915		
Total Support and Revenue		

2,893,111
1,974,705
1,262,038
1,268,296
121,447
651,414
29,480
299,277

9,271,971		 8,499,768

Expenses

Program services:

Strengthening Bridging Organizations		
Multi-Stakeholder		
Global Philanthropists Circle		
Communications and Outreach		

3,431,997		 3,496,668
3,439,282		 2,747,447
1,184,442		 1,173,480
116,898		
99,518

Total Program Services		

8,172,619		

7,517,113

Supporting services:

Management and General		
Fund-Raising		

1,686,611		 2,265,607
582,377		
605,745

Total Supporting Services		 2,268,988		 2,871,352
Total Expenses		 10,441,607		 10,388,465

Subtotal		 (1,169,636)		 (1,888,697)
Loss on Disposal of Equipment		
(29,385)		
(33,674)
Loss on Uncollectible Pledges		
(37,300)		 (693,000)
Net Realized Gain on Sale of Building		 12,396,409
Change in Net Assets		 11,160,088		 (2,615,371)
Net Assets at Beginning of Year		 10,664,660		 13,280,031
Net Assets at End of Year

$ 21,824,748

A complete set of automated financial statements is avaialble upon request.
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$ 10,664,660
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donors

Synergos’ 2006 operations and
programs were supported by
the following diverse group of
foundations, corporations,
government and international
agencies, and individuals.

Wendy and Raymond Ackerman
The Africa-America Institute
Victor Alicea
Teymour and Faiza Alireza and Family
Yasmin Alireza
AlvarAlice Foundation
Omar Amanat and Ozi Amanat
Amaranth Foundation
The Annenberg Foundation
Hylton and Wendy Appelbaum
Aragon Construction
Loreen Arbus
Valentin von Arnim
David Arnold
Asset Management Advisors
The Atlantic Philanthropies
José Ignacio and Verónica Avalos and Family
Janet Averill
John Avery
Mark Axelowitz
Emilio Azcárraga Jean and Family
Alberto and Tere Baillères and Family
Alejandro Baillères
María Rosa and Roberto Baquerizo
Bill Bartholomay Foundation
Ian Benjamin
Othman and Leila Benjelloun
Shari Berenbach
Edward Bergman
Stanley and Marion Bergman
Richard Berman
Sylvia Blanchet
Bloomberg L.P.
Blue Planet Run Foundation
David Bohnett
William Bohnett
Maria Matilde Bonetti
James M. Brasher III
Edgar M. Bronfman
Eileen Brown
Judith Bruce
Ronald Bruder
Lauretta Bruno
Magalen O. Bryant
Carlos Bulgheroni
Charles Butt
Paul Buttenwieser

Annie E. Casey Foundation
Centre for Development Finance
Raymond Chambers
Laura Chasin
The Chearavanont Family
Dr. C.C. Chen
Peter Chitipakhovyan and Family
Reena Choudhry
Christie’s
Noreen Clark
The Coca-Cola Company
Frederic Corneel
Duane Cornella
Eduardo Costantini
Robert Day
Willametta K. Day Foundation
Jimena Delsolar Ryan
Alan Detheridge
Youssef Dib
William H. Donner Foundation
Barbara Doran
William Draper
Sam Dryden and Sandy McLeod
Peggy Dulany
Robert H. Dunn
Elizabeth Ellers
Kurt A. Engelhorn and Family
Corinne Evens
Anthony Evnin
ExxonMobil Foundation
Daniel Feffer
The Fetzer Institute
Brian Fix
The Flora Family Foundation
Ford Foundation
Furniture Consultants Inc.
Garces and Echavarria Family
George Gardner
Alex Getelman

Kofi Annan and
representatives of the
Liberian government at
University for a Night 2006.
At the event, Mr. Annan
helped present the
David Rockefeller Bridging
Leadership Award
to Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
President of Liberia.
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Nili Gilbert
Eleanor Gimon
Anna Ginn
Give to Colombia
Ben Goldhirsh
Dorian Goldman and Marvin Israelow
Jeffrey Goldstein
Kees van der Graaf
Greenpeace International
Vartan Gregorian
Agnes Gund Foundation
Mimi & Peter Haas Fund
Nadine Hack
Edward Hamilton
Heinz North America
Vivian and Brian Henderson
Isela Hernandez
Judith Hernstadt
Marlene Hess and James Zirin
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Linda Hill
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Himalaya Foundation
Robert Hoguet
Heidi Honchariw
Jeffrey Horowitz and Family
The Houston Endowment
Michael Hüebener
James Hughes
Swanee Hunt
Patricia Huntington
Institute of International Education
International Development Research Centre
The International Foundation for
Education and Self-Help
Inyathelo —The South African Institute
for Advancement
Jorge Jardim Gonçalves
Dale Jenkins
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donors

Gary and Janice Jobson
Franklin and Catherine Johnson
Geraldo Jordão Pereira
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Albert Kaneb
H. Peter Karoff
Peter Kellner
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
The Nand and Jeet Khemka Foundation
Uday Khemka
Lee Kimball
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Kissinger
John and Pat Klingenstein
John Kluge
Jerome Kohlberg
Jill Kraus
Amalia Lacroze de Fortabat
Maria Elena Lagomasino
Deborah Landesman
Iara Lee and George Gund III
Helen C. and John P. Lennon
The Lodestar Foundation
Laura Lopez
Oscar M. Lopez and Family
Rina Lopez Bautista
Sheridan Lorenz
The John D. & Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation
Anne and Vincent Mai
Joshua Mailman
Major League Baseball
Cornelio Marchán
David Masten-Rosen
Chris and Clare Mathias
Jennifer McCrea
McCune Charitable Foundation
Richard McGrath
The McKnight Foundation

Children at a community
program near São Paulo,
Brazil supported by the
Orsa Foundation. The Orsa
Foundation was established
by Sergio Amoroso, a
member of the Global
Philanthropists Circle.

Robert McNamara
The Meadows Foundation
Rohinton Medhora
Felipe Medina
Ikram H. and Sabrina Mian
Terje Mikalsen
Mindset Network
The Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation
Marcos Augusto de Moraes
Lúcia Moreira Salles
Patrice and Precious Mostepe
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Kenneth F. Mountcastle
Enrique Muñoz
Mike Murray
The National Football League
NELSON
Edward Ney
Norfast Consulting Group, Inc.
Cherie Nursalim and Enki Tan
George D. and Abby O’Neill
Open Society Institute
Associazione Culturale Seghetti Panichi
Ann Partlow
Monica Pescarmona
Peter G. Peterson
Pfizer Inc.
Stefania Pignatelli Aragona
John C. Portman, Jr.
Alejandro Ramírez Magaña
Amy Rauenhorst Goldman
Marie Rautenberg
Byron Reimus
Michael Rennie
Sarah Richardson
Imran Riffat
De Rijcke Family
C. H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.

Checking the growth of
kids in Oaxaca, Mexico
who benefit from innovative
social and nutritional
programs established by
José Ignacio Avalos,
a member of the Global
Philanthropists Circle.

Rockefeller & Company
The Rockefeller Foundation
David Rockefeller
Alvaro Rodriguez Arregui
Carlos and Gabriella Rodríguez-Pastor
Pastor Susan and Dan Rothenberg
The Dowager Viscountess Rothermere
Donald and Shelley Rubin and Family
Instituto Rukha
Kim Samuel Johnson
Samuel Family Foundation
Samuel, Son & Co., Limited
Richard J. Schmeelk
Tsugiko and William Scullion
Norman Seiden
Pepita Serrano
Sesame Workshop
Tokyo and Judy Sexwale
Shell International Limited
Brad Siegel
Adele S. Simmons and Family
Sarabjit Singh
Alan B. Slifka Foundation
James S. Sligar
Gordon and Helen Smith and Family
Michael Sonnenfeldt and Katja Goldman
David H. Spencer
John Spencer
Theodore and Vada Stanley and Family
Starbucks Coffee Company
Starr Foundation
Mary Ann Stein
Victor Stein
John Steiner and Margo King
Marco Stoffel
Sue Stoffel
Christopher Stone
Elizabeth Strong-Cuevas
Jon Stryker
Michael von Stumm
SunTrust Banks, Inc.
Sustainability Institute
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Washington Sycip
Deborah Szekely
Maurice Tempelsman
Eugene Thaw
Laura Thorn
Robert Timpson
Sarah Timpson
The Tinker Foundation, Inc.
Theo Tobé
Turney Tse
Stephen Unfried
Unilever
United Nations Foundation
United States Agency for
International Development
Van Leer Group Foundation
Van Vliet Family
Paul Volcker
Jeffrey C. Walker
Miriam G. and Ira D. Wallach Foundation
Michaela Walsh
Hermine Warren
Watson Family
Curtis Webster
Georgia Welles
John C. Whitehead
Malcolm Wiener
David Winder
The Winsor Family
World Economic Forum
Kathryn Wylde
Andy Yaeger
Andrew Young
Jin Zidell
Jaime Augusto Zobel de Ayala

✺
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January 1, 2006 – August 15, 2007

Wanda Engel Aduan

Nadine B. Hack

Executive Superintendent,
Instituto Unibanco

President,
beCause Global Consulting

Hylton Appelbaum

Brian Henderson

President,
Liberty Life Foundation

Chairman,
Global Public Sector Client Group,
Merrill Lynch (to 06 /07)

Edward Bergman

Co-Founder and Executive Director,
Miracle Corners of the World (from 06 /06)

Nilufar Hossain

William Bohnett

H. Peter Karoff

Partner,
Fulbright & Jaworski LLP

Chairman and Founder,
The Philanthropic Initiative, Inc. (to 06 /07)

Emmett Carson
President and CEO,

Uday Khemka

(to 06 /06)

The Minneapolis Foundation (to 06 /06)

Partner and Director,
SUN Group of Companies

Alan Detheridge

Maria Elena Lagomasino

Associate Director,
The Partnering Initiative

Chief Executive Officer,
Asset Management Advisors LLC (to 06 /07)

Youssef Dib

Cornelio Marchán

Global Coordinator,
Personal Wealth Management, BNP Paribas

Executive President,
Esquel Foundation — Ecuador (to 06 /07)

Lance Dublin

Marcos de Moraes

President and CEO,
Lance Dublin Consulting (to 06 /06)

Chairman,
Sagatiba S/A

Peggy Dulany

Lúcia Moreira Salles

Founder and Chair,
The Synergos Institute

President of the Board of Directors,
Riovoluntario

Robert H. Dunn

Kim Samuel Johnson

President and CEO,
The Synergos Institute

Director,
The Samuel Group of Companies

John Michael Forgách

Tokyo Sexwale

McCluskey Fellow,
Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies (to 06 /06)

Executive Chairman,
Mvelaphanda Holdings

Nili Gilbert

President,
Global Philanthropy Partnership

Quantitative Research Analyst for
Structured Products, INVESCO
Juliette Gimon

Trustee,
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
(to 08 /07)

Adele S. Simmons

James Sligar

Partner,
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy
Michael W. Sonnenfeldt

Dorian S. Goldman

Managing Member,
MUUS & Company, LLC

President and Trustee,
Irving Goldman Foundation

Rajesh Tandon

Kees van der Graaf

President Europe,
Unilever (from 06 /06)

Chief Executive,
Society for Participatory Research
in Asia (from 06 /07)

✺

staff
As of August 15

Robert H. Dunn
President & CEO
Programs

New York Office
Beth H. Cohen
Daniel Domagala
Melissa Durda
Ann Graham
John Heller
Helen Knapp
Chong-Lim Lee
Cristina Parnetti
Azeen Salimi
Surita Sandosham
Rowena Sison
Shannon St. John
Shari Turitz
Vanitha Virudachalam
David Winder
Cape Town Office

Operations

Alexandra Baquerizo
Janet Becker
Virginia Briones
Tasmyn Craig
Jessica Dolan
Steve Ferrier
Ruth Yaeger
Finance

Eric Martin
Kofi Nti
Imran Riffat
Pratima Singh
Development &
Communications

Thanks also to
former staff who
served at Synergos
in 2006 and 2007:
Digant Bahl
James M. Brasher III
Jerry De La Espada
Jessica Feinman
Judy Harper
Kelly Ann Leigic
Candace Lessa
Maggie Neilson
Andrea J. Rogers
Kenneth Scheffler
John Tomlinson

Justin Dake
Alissa Desmarais
Anna M. Ginn
Laura Lopez
Ferne Mele

Hilda Gertze
Barry Smith
Adele Wildschut
Rio de Janeiro Office
Daniel Becker
Katia Massa
San Diego Office
Christiana DeBenedict
Michelle Jaramillo
Ann Tartre

C This paper contains at least 30% postconsumer waste
recycled fiber, is certified by Green Seal, and meets the
EPA guidelines for recycled paper. All virgin fiber is elemental
chlorine free (ECF), and all recycled content is process
chlorine free (PCF). The paper is made with Green-E certified
renewable wind-generated electricity.
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Synergos Offices

New York Office
51 Madison Avenue, 21st Floor
New York, NY 10010
USA
Tel +1 212-447-8111
Fax +1 212-447-8119
synergos@synergos.org
www.synergos.org
Rio de Janeiro Office
Rua Jardim Botânico, 600. Sala 207
Jardim Botânico
Rio de Janeiro, RJ
Brasil 22461 000
Tel / Fax +55 (21) 3205-8721
dbecker@synergos.org
Cape Town Office
PO Box 8047
Roggebaai 8012
South Africa
Tel +27 (0) 21 421-9788
Fax +27 (0) 21 425 0413
bsmith@synergos.org.za
Cape Town Visiting Address
10th Floor, ABSA House
25 St. George’s Mall
Cape Town 8001
South Africa
San Diego Office
121 Broadway, Suite 370
San Diego, CA 92101
USA

Tel: +1 619-234-6630
Fax: +1 619-234-6640
atartre@synergos.org

